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The 25 Most Popular Stories in September 2010

Based on clicks received from the Daily, Weekly and Online editions as of October 18, 2010.

5 Unique Family Tree Charts
Not your run-of-the-mill charts.
(Source: Eastman's Online Genealogy Newsletter via RSS Feed, 24/Sep/2010)

An Interesting Obituary
My friend, Jeff Bockman, just sent me a link to an interesting obituary. Not an old one, but an obit for a guy that just passed away on the 30th of August. This guy sounds like he was an interesting character, and whoever wrote the obit had a sense of humor...
(Source: The Genealogy Blog via RSS Feed, 02/Sep/2010)

Online Searchable Death Indexes and Records
(Source: Eastman's Online Genealogy Newsletter via RSS Feed, 19/Sep/2010)

More Than Meets the Click
We tend to be satisfied with a few of the 'big boy' genealogical databases and don't explore other possibilities.
(Source: Tracing Lines, 27/Sep/2010)

The Motley Fool Predicts Ancestry.com is a Buy-Out Candidate
(Source: Eastman's Online Genealogy Newsletter via RSS Feed, 02/Sep/2010)

Using Your Mother's Maiden Name for "Security"
(Source: Eastman's Online Genealogy Newsletter via RSS Feed, 15/Sep/2010)

Alternative Death Records
Death records are not limited to the death certificate from a county or state agency. Creative thinking can turn up several avenues in modern records where death information can be obtained.
(Source: ProGenealogists's Blog via RSS Feed, 30/Sep/2010)
There is No Such Thing as a Half-Cousin!
(Source: Eastman's Online Genealogy Newsletter via RSS Feed, 27/Sep/2010)

FamilySearch Digging Up Cemeteries
(Source: The Ancestry Insider via RSS Feed, 15/Sep/2010)

Discovering City Directories (Part 1 of 2)
One of the most misunderstood and misused sources of information for family
genealogists are city directories. You'll soon discover that this source can sometimes
produce invaluable information which might not be available in any of the other records.
(Source: Everyday Genealogy, 30/Sep/2010)

The Live Roots Primer ($)
Anyone who has ever lost access to information because they no longer subscribe to a
particular website will appreciate Judy Rosella Edwards article, "The Live Roots Primer,"
which explains the benefits of conducting your genealogy searches through the online,
Live Roots website. The brain child of Genealogy Today owner, Illya D'Addezio, Live Roots
is a remarkable aid to research that not only helps researchers locate genealogical
information across the web, but also helps them manage and continue their research over
time. The best news is that the Live Roots service is free and . . . accessible.
(Source: GenWeekly, 14/Sep/2010)

Validate--Don't Just Copy!
(Source: Genealogy Tip of the Day via RSS Feed, 21/Sep/2010)

Crash Course in Pennsylvania Genealogy
(Source: Genealogy Insider via RSS Feed, 02/Sep/2010)

Why Does It Cost So Much?
(Source: ProGenealogists's Blog via RSS Feed, 28/Sep/2010)

Zero to Search Success in Sixty Seconds
(Source: The Ancestry Insider via RSS Feed, 01/Sep/2010)

Why Do You Have a Landline Phone?
(Source: Eastman's Online Genealogy Newsletter via RSS Feed, 22/Sep/2010)

President Obama Descends from 14 Revolutionary War Soldiers
(Source: Eastman's Online Genealogy Newsletter via RSS Feed, 19/Sep/2010)
Is Genealogy a Hobby?
(Source: Olive Tree Genealogy Blog via RSS Feed, 01/Sep/2010)

Evidence Management and Ancestry.com Member Trees
(Source: The Ancestry Insider via RSS Feed, 21/Sep/2010)

New Poorhouse Records online
Thousands of pages of Victorian workhouse and poor law records have been made available online following the conclusion of a major project led by The National Archives.
(Source: Olive Tree Genealogy Blog via RSS Feed, 08/Sep/2010)

Help Wanted: Work at Home for WikiTree.com
(Source: Eastman's Online Genealogy Newsletter via RSS Feed, 20/Sep/2010)

Recycling Family Histories
(Source: The Genealogy Blog via RSS Feed, 06/Sep/2010)

Finding Family in Historical Books Online
(Source: Genealogy Insider via RSS Feed, 29/Sep/2010)

FamilySearch Beta Preview
(Source: Eastman's Online Genealogy Newsletter via RSS Feed, 28/Sep/2010)

Weekly Featured Genealogy Database: Funeral Cards
(Source: Olive Tree Genealogy Blog via RSS Feed, 07/Sep/2010)

Subscription Data at Genealogy Today
The Subscription Data at Genealogy Today collection has had 46 new transcriptions (from original documents) posted to it during the month of September.

Family History Wiki at Genealogy Today
The Family History Wiki has had 17 new items posted to it during the month of September.

Free Data Archive at Genealogy Today
The Genealogy Data Archives collection has had 0 new user contributed and/or public domain transcriptions posted to it during the month of September.
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